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::: 1 :::



An “Interviews With Dating Gurus” Special Report…



“12 Simple Ways To Make Yourself Incredibly Attractive To Women” Tips From The “Stephen” Monthly Interview David DeAngelo ©2005, All Rights Reserved. www.DoubleYourDating.com/InterviewSeries/
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::: 2 :::



“12 Simple Ways To Make Yourself Incredibly Attractive To Women” This month I had the pleasure of interviewing my friend Stephen, who ended up sharing some amazing insights on approaching women, finding and building great relationships, and most importantly… how to design your life so that women come to YOU. The interview ended up going WAY longer than expected… and Stephen shared a TON of valuable information. I’ve put together this special report to help you remember and reflect on some of his fascinating insights. I hope you enjoy it!



1. Build A Happy Single Life One of the most important points Stephen mentioned was that in order to attract a high-quality woman, a man needs to build a high quality life for himself. I couldn’t agree more. Sometimes this is hard for a lonely guy to understand. As a man, it’s almost natural to feel as though a great woman will be the answer to all of your problems. But here’s the ironic part… Although this might SEEM true, the fact is that the FEELING of needing a woman to solve all of your problems CREATES problems with every woman you meet. It’s called NEEDINESS… which… you guessed it… also translates into WUSSINESS. And there is only ONE cure… Interviews With Dating Gurus Special Report – Stephen Interview – ©2005, All Rights Reserved.



::: 3 ::: You need to build a life for yourself that gives you INTERNAL satisfaction… and you don’t need a woman to do it! But like they say in the movies… “If you build it… she will come”. So how do you do this? Well first of all, you need to start doing things for YOURSELF. Develop a social circle that gives you a ton of activities to participate in that you enjoy. Polish relations with your family… do whatever it takes. You’ll feel much better, and more content. If you have some hobbies that you’ve wanted to take up… DO IT. Develop interests outside of picking up women that are exciting for you. Do some of those things that you’ve been putting off for a long time… if you’ve always wanted to skydive or climb a mountain, make it happen… so you can look back at yourself a year from now and be proud and excited about what you’ve accomplished. Don’t get too obsessed with learning how to meet women. But DO get obsessed with having a great life. THAT is the key.



2. Do Cool Things To Get Great Friends When you start taking up new activities, you’re bound to meet some interesting people. The great thing here is that you ALREADY have something in common with them… and it’s something fun and exciting.
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::: 4 ::: You’ll find that if you keep getting involved in new things, you’ll keep meeting more and more of these people… and every once in awhile one will “stick” and you’ll have a friend for life. After a few years you will have 4 or 5 amazing friends that are ALWAYS doing interesting things that YOU will have access to. And they won’t be the kind of people that sit around and drink beer and complain about work… they will be “doers”… people who have a positive influence on your life, and pull you up and make you a better person. And that, my friend, is priceless.



3. Remove Negativity From Your Life In order to REALLY take charge of your life it’s vitally important that you refuse to accept negative situations that will suck away your time and energy. I’ve met WAY too many people who “settle” for what they can get… just because they are AFRAID to try to find something else. Let me give you an example… I’m sure you know someone who is always complaining about how their job sucks, they hate their boss and don’t get paid anywhere near what they’re worth. And I bet in most cases this person you know hasn’t looked for a new job EVER… or tried AT ALL to IMPROVE their current situation. To them, it’s easier to just complain and accept. Don’t be that guy. And if you already ARE that guy… in ANY situation in your life… do something about it.
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::: 5 ::: You’ll be amazed at how much better you feel… and at how easy it is to change, once you actually TRY.



4. Give Yourself Props It’s been proven that one of the biggest causes of unhappiness occurs when people take things personally that they shouldn’t. This can happen when a restaurant messes up your order, when a place you REALLY want to go to is closed on that particular day, or when a woman rejects your attempt to start a conversation with her. NONE of these things are personal attacks on you… so instead of letting them affect your self-esteem, give yourself credit where credit is due. If you approach a woman and she doesn’t want to talk to you, give yourself credit for trying. You don’t know what’s going on in her life – she could have a boyfriend, or just be having a bad day. Either way, IT’S NOT YOU. Pat yourself on the back, and move on.



5. Don’t “Kid Yourself” Out Of Success Humans are often guilty of making up excuses so they feel they don’t have to “keep up” with others, and when a person sees another person that is more successful than they are, they will often craft up a “reason” in their mind to “rationalize” their OWN lack of success. Think about a time you’ve seen an woman you were interested in with another man, and made yourself “feel better” by saying to yourself “She’s just into him because he has money” … or “If I was that tall I would get girls like that too”. We’ve all done it.
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::: 6 ::: But I’ve found that it’s FAR BETTER to create a MOTIVATOR for yourself instead of an excuse. Next time you see an attractive woman out with another man, say to yourself “When I get better at this stuff, I’ll be able to attract women just like he does… and that time is coming soon!”



6. Attractive Women Have Options – So Be The Best One It’s no secret that attractive women have guys asking them out ALL OF THE TIME. Don’t forget this when you call her up. Have a plan, be assertive, and make her feel that spending her time with YOU is the best thing she could possibly do for herself.



7. See Everything As A Positive If you spend much time with guys who are “naturally” successful with women, you’ll notice that they’re attitudes are VERY different from most “regular” guys. One of the biggest lessons you can learn here is that “naturals” ALWAYS assume a woman wants them… no matter what. A great way to incorporate this into your behavior is to take EVERY sign a woman gives you as a POSITIVE thing. If she looks away while you are talking, it’s a positive thing. She’s probably just trying to LOOK “distant” because she’s playing “hard to get”. If she doesn’t agree with something you say… that’s another good sign. If she mentions another man while you are talking… even better.
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::: 7 ::: When you TRULY BELIEVE that everything a woman says or does is a positive thing, she have no choice but to pick up on the powerful vibe of confidence you are sending and become very turned on… even if she had negative thoughts about you in the first place. Powerful stuff.



8. Know What YOU Want In our interview Stephen mentioned an exercise which I feel is VERY powerful way to put yourself in the right frame when meeting women… and I suggest you do it right now if you haven’t already. Take out a pen and paper, and make a detailed list of EXACTLY what YOU WANT in a woman. Think about what she would look like, what qualities she would possess, and what kinds of activities she would like. Think about how she would act around you, how she would treat you, and how you would want her to want YOU to treat her. Write EVERYTHING that comes to mind. Now, read over it a couple of times. You should have before you a detailed description of what you are looking for in a woman. Of course there will be some things that are “optional” to you… and some that are “critical”. Underline the traits and qualities you feel are MOST important… and make another “short list” of things you MUST have in a woman in order to be happy. Now that you know what kind of woman you want, find her! When you meet a new woman, take the frame of “I want to see is SHE is what *I* am looking for”. Interviews With Dating Gurus Special Report – Stephen Interview – ©2005, All Rights Reserved.



::: 8 ::: Positioning yourself as the selector AUTOMATICALLY sets the relationship off right from the start. She will be working to try to impress YOU… not the other way around. A selective man is the type of guy that ALL women want. Be one!



9. Don’t Ever Be “Afraid” To Be A Man Stephen made another important point about guys who are “naturally” successful with women… they are NEVER afraid to ACT LIKE MEN. These guys are never afraid to have fun with the guys… or poke fun at the girls. They also know when to let their guard down and be cool. But most importantly… naturals are NEVER afraid to make a move when the time is right. And believe me… women notice. In fact, often times the MOST POWERFUL way to demonstrate your personality to a woman is to lean in and go for the kiss. It’s crucial that you never hesitate to ESCALATE THE PROCESS when you are with a woman and things are going well. Don’t ever be afraid to move forward, whether it’s time to hold her hand, go for a kiss… or beyond. A woman looks to a man to lead her. Don’t let her down.



10. Become Cultured & Cool Stephen also makes the important point that a man should become cultured and “cool” if he wants to become more successful with women.
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::: 9 ::: If there is a big movie opening up, go see it... even if you KNOW you aren’t going to like it. This way if a woman mentions it, you’ll have something to say. Find out about hot new musicians and listen to their CDs... and watch a couple episodes of the hot TV shows people are talking about. Once again, even if you end up hating them, you have more new experiences under your belt that many people can relate to. Start paying attention to current fashion trends. When you see a man who is out with an attractive women, pay attention to what he is wearing. He is obviously doing something right if an attractive woman is willing to be seen with him in public. Check out the films “Oceans 11” and “Fight Club” and pay attention to what the men are wearing in the films. When you go shopping, bring a female friend with you who loves to shop and have her help you out. You’ll be amazed at how big of a difference just doing these small things will make.



11. Bring Women Into YOUR Reality You have 3 different choices when you do decide to get together with a woman: 1. Go into a situation that she is familiar with and you are not… such as meeting her at one of her hangouts when she is out with friends 2. Take her into a situation where both of you are unfamiliar… such as dinner at a new place where both of you haven’t eaten before 3. Take her into a situation that you are VERY familiar with… such as out with you and YOUR friends at one of your “spots”
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::: 10 ::: Out of these three options, the 3rd is by far the best. By taking her into your reality you are letting her in on a piece of your life. She’ll get to see what you like to do and what your friends are like, plus you’ll be giving her the benefit of a new experience in a place where YOU are comfortable, relaxed, and at your best. Bring a woman into your reality and she is guaranteed to see you as a great guy who can enrich her life… and that is what all women are REALLY looking for.



12. Become A Social Person Nothing boosts your ability to meet women more than becoming a social person. Once again this is a relatively easy thing to do… but you do have to get out there and DO IT. Start by saying hello and smiling to people as you walk by. It will feel weird at first, but that’s ok. You’ll learn a lot and become more comfortable in your own skin. When that starts to feel natural for you, start striking up conversations with strangers in public places. Take about things that are in the environment, versus things about the person you are talking to. It is a lot less threatening to talk to someone about the long line in the bank than it what they are wearing (especially a woman because she will assume you are hitting on her). When you become comfortable at this, you’re ready to start approaching women in a more direct manner. Now is the time when you can pull out your Cocky Comedy and make a comment on something she is wearing or doing. The steps you’ve taken to build up to this will give you comfort and poise that put a woman at ease with your presence. Interviews With Dating Gurus Special Report – Stephen Interview – ©2005, All Rights Reserved.



::: 11 ::: Most importantly – HAVE FUN. Make it your goal to brighten the day of everyone you come in contact with. Your positive attitude will spill over on to everyone you meet and you’ll come back with some wonderful experiences. I hope you got as much great information from this interview as I did. I really admire Stephen’s belief system and attitude towards life. Be sure to listen to this interview several times… and take your own notes so you can capture the rest of the great lines, techniques and insights he shares. There’s no way I could fit them all here! And I’ll talk to you again soon. Your Friend, David D. P.S. If you’re ready for more, I highly recommend you check out some of my other great programs for learning how to attract and meet women...



Double Your Dating eBook____________



If you're looking to increase your success with women



DRAMATICALLY, "Double Your Dating" is a MUST READ. Its JAM PACKED with dozens and dozens of specific strategies for overcoming fear, approaching women, getting phone numbers and email address from women quickly, great inexpensive or even free date ideas, and advice on how to take things to a "physical" level smoothly and easily. For more details, go here: www.DoubleYourDating.com/eBook/
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::: 12 :::



Advanced Dating Techniques__________



In this program you're going to learn the core



technologies for meeting, dating, and attracting women. This material requires no special skills or previous experience. You'll be using the materials that you learn IMMEDIATELY and seeing better results INSTANTLY with women. I guarantee it. The contents of this program were taped live over a special 3-Day event I did that was specifically designed to systematically teach all aspects of my theories, models, and techniques. Over 12 full hours of digitally recorded material on 11 Audio CDs, an accompanying workbook full of teaching slides and aides, a detailed track listing for quick access, plus a sturdy 3-ring binder to hold your material. For more details, go here: www.DoubleYourDating.com/AdvancedSeries/



Attraction Isn’t A Choice eBook________ .As a man, the most important skill you will ever



discover is how to trigger SEXUAL ATTRACTION inside of a woman… and this e-book shows you exactly how to do it. You'll learn the secrets of the guys who have INCREDIBLE and consistent success with women, and the hidden primal “triggers” you can use to make women feel that irresistible, "gut-level" attraction for you... every time! You’ll get the 169 page Downloadable e-book, plus a FREE bonus e-book, "How to Change Yourself" For more details, go here: www.DoubleYourDating.com/AttractionBook/
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::: 13 :::



Sexual Communication______________



Women are VERY "fluent" in the language



of Sexual Communication, but most men are NOT. The men that ARE fluent in this language have incredible success with women. Some men have been with literally hundreds and hundreds of women... and I've met men who have been with ZERO women. The men who have been with more women universally know the language of Sexual Communication well, and those who haven't been successful with women do not. Start speaking this hidden language. Your package includes four digitally recorded and edited audio CDs of me PERSONALLY teaching you everything I've described above, a 47 page detailed workbook, and a sturdy 3-ring binder to hold your material. For more details, go here: www.DoubleYourDating.com/SexualCommunication/
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